
 

 

 

 

The Owl stuffed Pillow 

 1 piece black felt 

8 clear rhinestones 

 1/8yd of gold for beak 

 1/8 yd of fusible medium to lightweight interfacing 

12” of muslin 45” wide 

12” of owl body fabric 

Blue wash away marker and a permanent black marker 

1 package Wonder under 

 1 fat quarter of wing fabric 

 1 - 8” X 11” piece of little weight canvas for decorative stitches 

Threads for decorative stitches and thread to sew the owl together. I used black thread. 

Permanent marker 

 

Print off the patterns and print off 2 copies of the body and head.  

Trim the 1 head pattern to the black line and tape it to the body to make a complete owl pattern.  

Trace and cut the owl out of muslin adding a ¼’ seam all the way around.  Using the muslin body, cut the 

complete body out of the body fabric. 

Trace the large circle eyes in white muslin. Place a piece of fleece and muslin under the circle eye and 

sew the circle on the trace line.  Trim the circle close with pinking shears. Cut through the facing side of 

the eye and turn the eye to the right side. Press.   

Trace the break on the wrong side of gold fabric. Cut a piece of fusible medium to lightweight interfacing 

and place the fusible side to the right side of the gold beak fabric. Sew the complete triangle. Cut 

through the interfacing to turn the beak. 

Use the 1-8” X 11” piece of little weight canvas for decorative stitches. Trace the center body to the 

rough side of the wonder under using black permanent mark, allow an additional ¼”.  Fuse wonder 

under to one side of the canvas. On the other side (right side) use a wash away maker to draw lines for 

stitching. My lines were 1” apart. Sew decorative stitches.  From the wrong side cut the body part out. 

Fuse the body piece to the muslin  owl complete owl body. 

 

 



Mark the “wonder under” using  the  wing tracing for  the right and left wing. Using the permanent 

marker draw  ¼”seam allowances  to sides of the wings on the “wonder under”, not front edge of wing, 

and fuse to wrong side of wing fabric. Cut out the wings on the outside black trace line. 

Fuse body center, then wings then head to muslin base fabric to build the owl. Applique the wing edges 

and head bottom edge in place. 

Place the black circle inside the white circle and appliqué. Place the white circle on the owl and appliqué. 

Place the beak on the owl and appliqué. 

Sew the back full body right sides together to the finished front. 

Leave a hole in the bottom edge for turning. Trim, turn and stuff. 

Embellish the eyes with rhinestones glued to the center with “jewel it” glue. 

Display proudly! 

 


